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Evolution of fluorine and boron profiles during annealing in crystalline Si
In this work the authors study the interaction of F with point defects and the influence of F on B diffusion in crystalline Si. The authors perform 25 and 100 keV F + implants and combine them with a 40 keV Si + implant. The appearance of peaks in the F profile during annealing supports the idea of the formation of F complexes with vacancies and Si interstitials. In all samples implanted with F + analyzed in this work, B diffusion is higher than in equilibrium conditions indicating that F + implants in crystalline Si produce a Si interstitial supersaturation. However, B diffusion is reduced when F + is coimplanted with Si, compared to only Si implants. This effect is more evident when B is located in the region where the F + implant generates an excess of vacancies, but it also appears in the Si interstitial-rich region. The results indicate that the effect of F on B diffusion in crystalline Si is time dependent. © 2008 American Vacuum Society. ͓DOI: 10.1116/1.2794738͔
I. INTRODUCTION

F
+ coimplantation with B + has been proven to have beneficial effects in the fabrication of ultrashallow junctions reducing B diffusion.
1-3 Since BF 2 + implants can easily amorphize the implanted Si layer and, in order to separate the role of F and defects, many F studies have been performed in preamorphized Si. 1, 4, 5 Although the formation of immobile F-B complexes was initially suggested as the cause for the reduction of B diffusion, 6 more recent experimental 1,7 and theoretical 5 evidence suggests that the formation of F-vacancy ͑F-V͒ complexes during solid-phase epitaxial regrowth is responsible for the reduction of B diffusion in the presence of F in preamorphized Si. Those complexes would act as traps or annihilation centers for Si interstitials ͑Is͒ released from extended defects, reducing the Si interstitial supersaturation and thus B diffusion. The scenario in crystalline Si ͑c-Si͒ is much more complex since the simultaneous damage generation and F introduction makes it difficult to separate the role of F from the role of defects on B diffusion. F diffuses quite fast in c-Si and undergoes strong outgassing. 8 The retained F fraction highly depends on the amount and distribution of damage and therefore on F + implant energy and dose. 8, 9 The mechanisms governing F behavior in c-Si and its effect on B diffusion have not been fully elucidated yet. 2 They observed that the reduction of B diffusion was correlated with the presence of vacancies ͑Vs͒ and the appearance of a F peak in the vicinity of the boron layer when high F + doses were implanted. Experiments comparing equivalent energy B + and BF 2 + implants in c-Si also reveal a reduction of B diffusion in the presence of F. 3 The behavior of F in c-Si is complicated by the formation of F-defect complexes, 5, 7, 11, 12 which in turn may affect Si interstitial supersaturation and B diffusion. The aim of this work is to gain insight into the behavior of F in c-Si and to study the influence of F on B diffusion.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Two B-doped layers were grown by chemical vapor deposition at depths of 120 and 440 nm to act as diffusion markers. B peak concentration is low, approximately 2.5 ϫ 10 18 cm −3 , to minimize the formation of boron interstitial clusters ͑BICs͒. A F + dose of 5 ϫ 10 14 cm −2 was implanted at energies of 25 or 100 keV to introduce a large F dose into the sample without causing amorphization. A 40 keV 5 ϫ 10 13 cm −2 Si + implant, whose mean projected range ͑R p ͒ is similar to that of the 25 keV F + implant, alone or combined with one of the two described F + implants, was also done. The combination of the Si + and F + implants allows us to study the effect of F with preexisting damage. A sample with no implants was used as a reference for equilibrium B diffusion. All samples were annealed at 850°C for 18, 180, or 1800 s. Secondary ion mass spectrometry ͑SIMS͒ was used to analyze B and F profiles and transmission electron microscopy ͑TEM͒ to detect the presence of extended defects.
III. RESULTS
A. Low-energy fluorine implant
The evolution of F profiles during annealing at 850°C for the 25 keV F + implant with or without the Si + coimplant is plotted in Fig. 1 . Two peaks are observed in the profiles, one slightly deeper than R p , centered at ϳ80 nm, and another one in the proximity of the surface. As the annealing proceeds the retained F dose decreases, as reported in Table  I . In the sample implanted only with F + , 24% of the implanted dose remains after 18 s annealing and only 4% is retained after 180 s. When Si + and F + are coimplanted, the amount of retained F is similar but a "shoulder" on F profile around R p is observed. Plan-view TEM images of both samples after annealing at 850°C for 18 s, shown in Fig. 2 , reveal a rather large density of 311 defects and dislocation loops, on the order of 10 10 defects/ cm 2 . In the case of F + coimplantation with Si a slightly higher density of defects is observed. The presence of these defects causes B diffusion enhancement. Figure 3 
B. High-energy fluorine implant
The F profiles during annealing at 850°C for the 100 keV and Si + there is a F depletion at the position of the shallow F peak reported when only F + was implanted, but some F accumulation is observed closer to the surface. The deeper F peak survives longer and it is slightly wider when Si + is coimplanted. As shown in Table I , the retained F dose is higher than for the 25 keV implants. Si + coimplantation reduces the total retained F dose mostly because of the strong reduction of F in the shallow peak. Cross-section TEM images shown in Fig. 5 reveal the existence of a band of defects around R p of the F + implant. This band is slightly wider in the sample coimplanted with Si + as seen in Fig. 5͑b͒ . No defects are visible close to the surface. Figure 6 reports and Si + are implanted, respectively, compared to the Si + implant. As the anneals proceed the reduction on B diffusion is still visible in the shallow spike, but the deeper spike presents similar diffusion for all implanted samples.
IV. DISCUSSION
The analysis of the implanted F profile evolution during annealing reveals that F atoms are highly mobile and they evaporate when they reach the surface. For F + implant doses lower than those used in this work, F completely outgases at temperatures as low as 750°C. 8 In our case, a fraction of F implanted dose is retained around two well-defined peaks, one near the surface and the other one around R p . The gettering of impurities in these zones has been reported before 13 and it has been associated with regions with excess Vs and Si Is, respectively. Due to the momentum transfer of the incoming ion, there is a net spatial separation of point defects in the generated cascade: empty lattice sites ͑Vs͒ are predominant close to the surface while excess Si Is are placed slightly deeper than R p . Thus, F depth distribution with two marked peaks observed in Figs. 1 and 4 correlates with the presence of vacancy and Si interstitial defects in these regions. Crosssection TEM images of the high-energy F samples ͑Fig. 5͒   FIG. 4 show the presence of a band of Si interstitial type defects ͑311s and dislocation loops͒ located around R p , just in the region where most F + ions remain associated with the deep F peak. This fact suggests that the deep F peak may correspond to the formation of F-interstitial ͑F-I͒ complexes. The existence of these kinds of complexes has been previously proposed in the literature. 11, 12 No defects are observed in the shallow region in TEM images, probably because they are too small to be detected by TEM. However, the fact that the shallow F peak observed in the sample only implanted with F + disappears when Si + is coimplanted in that region suggests the presence of vacancy-type defects. The Si + implant adds extra Si Is that annihilate the excess Vs created by the high-energy F + implant in the shallow region. By performing an oxidizing annealing ͑which is known to set a Si interstitial supersaturation at the surface͒, Kham et al. also observed the suppression of the shallow F peak.
14 These observations support the idea that the two peak F distribution can be associated with the interaction of F with Vs and Si Is, respectively. The formation of F-V and F-I complexes prevents F from outgassing. The retained F dose is related to the amount and distribution of defects. In the 25 keV F + implant, the coimplantation of Si + with similar R p adds more damage that overlaps with that produced by F + ions but the retained F dose is practically the same. In these conditions a "shoulder" is observed on the F profile around R p that may represent F-rich F-I complexes formed due to the extra damage generated by the Si + implant. Kham et al. observed a similar shoulder, attributed to F-V complexes, but in their work it was located between 0.5 and 0.7 R p .
14 In the 100 keV F + implant, F + ions penetrate much deeper and more damage is generated in the lattice. Since defects are farther from the surface, F atoms are more likely to interact with them before they evaporate when reaching the surface. Therefore, the amount of retained F in the 100 keV implant is higher than that in the lower energy F + implant. In this case, the Si + coimplantation is responsible for the annihilation of Vs in the shallower region, which prevents the trapping of F in that region reducing the retained F dose. B redistribution is strongly affected by the presence of damage since B-enhanced diffusion is directly related to the Is supersaturation. Ab initio calculations indicate that F tends to remain interstitial rather than to occupy a substitutional position. 15 Thus, no excess Si interstitial is generated by the implanted ion as it occurs with other ions when they become substitutional. This fact may explain the reduced B diffusion observed in F + implants, when compared with Si + or Ne + . 10 Nevertheless, the momentum transfer of the incoming energetic ion produces some net separation between Si Is and the corresponding Vs which leads to local excess of Vs closer to the surface and Si Is deeper. This separation favors an incomplete I-V recombination and allows the formation of vacancy and Si interstitial complexes. In fact, TEM images reveal the presence of a large amount of 311s and dislocation loop defects for all F + implants analyzed in this work. As a result a Si Is supersaturation is established and a B diffusion significantly higher than the equilibrium value is observed in all samples considered in this study.
When F + is implanted at high energies, the vacancy-rich region ͑associated with the shallow F peak͒ overlaps the B spike closer to the surface. As a result, B diffusion in this spike is much lower in the samples enriched with F than when only Si + is implanted, as plotted in Fig. 6 . In fact, among all samples, the shallow B spike in the sample implanted with 5 ϫ 10 14 cm −2 100 keV F + underwent the lowest diffusion. The reduced B diffusion observed is probably due to the presence of an excess of Vs which annihilate the Si Is that could be injected from the Si interstitial-rich region. This result is consistent with experimental observations by El Mubarek et al. 2 The coimplantation with Si + adds extra damage in the region of the shallow spike which reduces the amount of Vs and increases B diffusion.
However, a reduction in B diffusion is also observed even in the Si interstitial-rich region. Although F adds some damage, the coimplantation of F + and Si + reduces B diffusion when compared with only the Si + implant, as shown in Figs. 3 and 6 for the 18 s anneal. For the 25 keV F + implant the reduction on B diffusion is observed in both spikes, though it is larger in the shallow one, the only one which is directly covered by the implant damage and by F. In the sample implanted with 100 keV F + the deep B spike, located in the Si interstitial-rich region, also undergoes a reduced diffusion. Although a chemical F-B interaction cannot be completely ruled out from this experiment, the formation of stable defects in the samples enriched with F that reduce the Si interstitial supersaturation could explain the reduction of B diffusion by F + implants. Defects generated by the Si + implant are probably small clusters and 311 defects that set a high Is supersaturation and dissolve quickly, since no defects were observed in TEM images after 18 s. However, in samples enriched with F, stable defects such as dislocation loops form. They set a low interstitial supersaturation and remain longer. Note also that, though B concentration is low, BICs may have been formed in those spikes surrounded by implant damage. This may reduce the amount of mobile B atoms available for diffusion which can also play a role in the reported B diffusion reduction. After 180 s B profiles in Si interstitial-rich regions are similar with or without the F + implant, which indicates that the effect of F on B diffusion seems to be time dependent.
V. CONCLUSIONS
F retention observed in SIMS profiles can be associated with the formation of F-V complexes in the V-rich region close to the surface and F-interstitial complexes in the highly damaged region around R p . 5ϫ 10 14 cm −2 F + implants produce a large density of 311s and dislocation loops, which cause B diffusion enhancement. However, B diffusion is reduced when F + is coimplanted with Si + , compared to only Si + implants. This effect is more evident when B is located in the region where F + implant generates an excess of Vs, but it also appears in the Si interstitial-rich region. The F effect on B diffusion in c-Si seems to be time dependent, and may be related to the formation of stable defects in the samples enriched with F that reduce the Si interstitial supersaturation.
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